Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Session 2: Passing and Receiving

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points

-Use the inside and outside of feet
-Touch the ball just as it's hitting
the ground
-Direct the ball to one side or
another
Progression:
-Look around and see where there
-Place cones around and have kids is open space to direct the ball into
dribble to cone (or a line) then kick
in the air
Discovery Question:
-Throw in the air at the same time -What did you need to do when
-On coaches count everyone
watching the ball in the air
throws in the air but they must get -How did your upper body need to
another persons' ball
move

-Movement
-Creativity
-Awareness of players
-First touch

Activity 2

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

3v3 KEEP AWAY
3 Players on a team in a grid
pass to one another and
keep it away from other
team. Every "X" amount of
passes team gets a point

Objectives

U12s

-Coordination
-Touch
-Spacial awareness

Activity 1

BALL UP
Each player must kick his
ball into the air, receive it
and change direction with a
dribble.

GROUP OF 3 PASSING:
Large grid about 30x30.
Groups of 3 w/ each group
having a ball. Players pass
to one another in their
group of 3. After passing
they need to move to get
open. Player who receives
ball can pass to either
player.

Team/Age:

Progression
-Limit touches
-After receiving player needs to
make a move
-Passing player needs to touch a
line before being available to
receive again.

-Moving to open space
-Passes that can be easily received
-Passes to where players are going
not to where they are.
-First touch on receiving
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Progression
-Limit touches

-Quick first step when receiving
and after passing ball.
-Keep moving, no standing
-Build triangles
-Talk: Call for the ball if you are
open
Discovery Questions:
-What did you need to do to find
an open player?
-What did you need to do to get
open?

-Triangles: Key to creating options
-Move after pass to create option
for receiving player
-Try not to stop the ball dead when
receiving, direct it to a space you
want to go
-If there is an open space pass to it
so player can run onto ball
Discover Question:
-What did you have to do when
you were without the ball?
-How did you decide when to pass

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

9v9 w/ a goalkeeper
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Print Form

Email Form

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Principles of offence:
1)Penetration
2)Support
3)Mobility
4)Width and Length
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